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NATIONAL
ANTI DOPING
AGENCY
INDIA

National Anti Doping Agency, India
announces

for 10 PhD Scholars
2023-24

Anti-Doping
Research Fellowship

INR 50,000/-
one time
incentive

Jointly hosted
by NADA India
and academic

Institution

Guidance from
NADA India

experts
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Fellowship Process

Eligibility Criteria

a. A master's degree in the relevant subject

b. Pursuing PhD in anti-doping from a recognised university as per UGC
    guidelines

c.  An approved synopsis for research on anti-doping topic

a. NADA India will jointly host the Anti-Doping Research Fellowship with host
     institution of the PhD Scholar

d. Host institution will communicate the decision to NADA India directly

c. Host institution will review the applications and make the recommendation
    for selection through an internal committee

b. Host institution will release the Fellowship notification and invite applications
    from interested and eligible candidates 

h.  The Fellow will be required to submit a quarterly report to the host
     institution and NADA India on the progress and updates on the research
     project 

g.  NADA India will provide technical expertise, as per requirement, to
     the Fellow

 f. Host institution will provide a guide to the Fellow to undertake the
    research/ study

e. NADA India will release the funds to the host institution, which may
    disburse the amount to the selected PhD Scholar
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The selection criteria

Ethical Considerations

Dissemination of Anti-Doping
Research Results

Research Proposal
Applicants would be required to submit a detailed research proposal outlining
the thesis title, aim, objectives, methodology, expected outcomes and
potential impact of anti-doping research, duly signed by the supervisor and
head of the department.

The research proposal should be reviewed and passed by an ethics
committee to ensure that it adheres to ethical principles and guidelines for
conducting research.

The Fellow would be required to present their research findings at a 
conference or seminar and submit their research for publication in a peer-
reviewed journal. This will ensure that the research has a wider impact and is
accessible to the wider scientific community. Due credits shall be given to
NADA India & the host institution in the process. 

The selection criteria for this Fellowship involves two main steps: screening of
applications followed by direct interview. Below is the list of documents to be
submitted along with the application form.

a.  Bio-data with cover letter from Supervisor/ HOD
b.  Attested copies of mark sheets of the Master’s examination
c.  Proof of the date of birth
d.  Proof of claimed reserved category (SC/ST/OBC)
e.  Research proposal along with approved synopsis (duly signed by the
     supervisor and head of the department)
f.   Certificate from ethics committee


